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CHAPTER II 

THE INDIVIDUAL RETIREM.Et~T ACCOU~lT 

An Retirement Account is a trustee or account 

ln the United for an investor's exclusive use the exclusive use of 

the investor's l 

Types of IRAs 

There are three of Retirement Accounts 

The most is Retirement Account which is a 

account or domestic trust, A secondary 

Retirement Annuity which is an annuity or 

of IRA is the Individual 

insurance company to 

retirement, The 

government sold the 

An IR A .is created by a 

contract an 

the .investor with a lifetime annuity after 

of IRA is the Retirement which is a 

2 
Department speclflcally for IRAs, 

that must rneet six requirements. The 

document must name a bank, federally insured credit union, savings and loan 

association, or person to act as the account's trustee or custodian, 

The trustee can not accept payments greater than $2,000 and they must in 

cash, The account must be fully vested at all times, No of the account 

can be used to buy a life insurance 1· po,1cy, The investor must receive 

distributions before age 70 as an annuity or equal time payments. If the 

1u.s. Internal Revenue Service, Tax Information on Individual Retirement 
Arrangements, of IRS Publication 590 (Rev Nov 81), 
Washington, Government Printing Office, 1981, p. 2 

2 Kulsrud, William N. "Individual Retirement Accounts: A Close 
Examination of the Opportunities," Taxes, February 1982, pp. 83-91 

3 



investor dies before the entire amount of the account ls 

must be to the beneficiaries 

feature of an IRA is 

until 

fl ve years of 

contributions and 

d 

3 

balance 

The most 

are tax 

Individual Retirement Accounts in 1. when Congress 

the Self Act. In l IRAs were made avallable to 

workers not 

contributions were 

4 was less, 

in 

to $1, 

The Economic Recovery 

in any or 

ln an In , an 

or 15 of income 

Act made two changes, 

to 

one 

percent of their income up to a $2,000 lirnit. 5 George Maudell of Siedman and 

Siedman explained the importance of this change as follows: 

"If a man earns .$30,000 the wife 
can be two IR A accounts 
not equal amounts as required now ( 

earns $500 part time, $2,250 
split anyway the two 
1)," 

A can work part time and put all her income up to $2,000 into an IRA 

account. 

Another advantage of an IRA is the ability to switch funds as 

often as you like, but if you your cash and reinvest it in 

3 U.S. IRS, op. cit., p. 2 

4Eisenberg, Richard. "Where to 
pp. 70-74 

Your IR A", Money, December 1981, 

, W. op, cit., p. 

6 
Pacey, Margaret nup the IRA: More Are Eligible to 

Build A Tax-Free Nest Egg", Barrons, September 14, 1981, p. 11 

4 



rollover IRA within 7 you are li mlted to one rollover a year. 

rs between trustees are not rollovers are not li to a one year 

A rollover can as a tax free of cash or assets from 

one to There are two of One 

is a of cash or assets a to an IRA. 8 This tax 

free transfer of funds the investor to invest in instruments 

the rate of return as conditions change. 

An IR A is not tax free, but is a tax tax shelter. The cash 

assets in the account are taxed upon 

assets are as income and are not special treatment. 

,Jvhen to distri he will 

probably be in a lower tax bracket. As a result the IRA funds are taxed at a 

lower rate than if they were taxed 

There are penalties assessed 

contributed. 9 

an IRA i:f and 

There are basically are not in accordance with the 

three types of penalties. The first is a penalty for excess contribution. If an 

investor contributes more than $2,000 to an account, the IRS will assess a 6% 

excise tax each year the excess remains in the account. The second type of 

except for the death or of the investor. The for 

7Dowd, Merle E. "Retirement Income Eligible for IRA", The Air Force 
Times, July 12, 1982, p. R9 

8 
U.S. Internal Revenue 

Arrangements, Department 
Washington; Government P 

Service, Tax Information On Individual Retirement 
of Treasury, IRS Publication 590 (Rev Nov 81) 

Office, 1981, p.5 

911USAA Mutual Fund, Inc Prospectus", USAA Mutual Fund, Inc., San 
Antonio, Texas, 29 January, 1982, p.17 

5 



distribution is that the account is at the gross income rate and assessed 

an 10% penalty tax. The third type is assessed 

insufficient distributions are made after age Insufficient 

are as excess and are a 50% excise tax. 10 

An IRA must be distributed at the close of year an investor reaches 

age or to a 50% excise tax. The account can be 

out any of the (l) the life of the the 

life last expectancy of the and his 

a certain not the life of 

(or the joint life and last survivor expectancy of his 

11 

Transactions 

In addition to penalties, there are four types of transactions that are 

prohibited law. An investor can not borrow money from an IR A, sell 

property to the account, receive for the 

or use the account as for a loan. in a 

transaction terminates the account and its tax on the first day of 

the taxable year in which the transaction takes place and all assets are 

deemed distributed on d 12 -h ate, 1 ·. e account 11 be taxed as gross income 

and assessed an additional 10% excise tax if it occurs before age 59 , 

An IR A provides two benefits for It the 

taxpayer to deduct contributions made to an IRA and results ln a tax savings 

10 USAA Mutual Fund, op. cit., p. 17 

11 Kulsrud, Retirement Accounts: A Close 
of l p. 85 

12 
Kulsrud, W. N., op. cit., p. 86 

6 



-
to the The second is the tax 

sums of assets to 

taxable investments. In effect, the IRA is a free government 

investor to the earnings from and accu 

the investor's control until 13 

An IR A does have 

The investor's assets are 

59 • One an IRA is 

cash flow for an IR A. 

an 

Accounting Finance at Indiana University 

can borrow to an IRA to save 

of literature on IRAs ls that 

has stated that 

,~ 
,:, 

of an IRA 

on 

the 

for excess 

not an 

p 

an 

14 basic 

disadvantages. The investor should not question if he should start an IRA, but 

should consider how to start an IRA. 

Strategy 

instruments should be utilized for IRAs. One school of thought claims that an 

IR A should be invested into income producing assets rather than assets that 

yield long term capital appreciation. The reason ls interest from income 

assets is compounded tax free until the favorable 

tax treatment available for capital .is lost assets 

capital appreciation are for an IRA. Assets in an IRA are as 

13 Shoemaker, "IRA Claims: Debankers Versus 11, The 
Air Force Times, February 198 p, R9 

1 , W, N., op, p, 89 

7 



regular income at 

. 15 
gams. 

The second 

at a 

of ls 

Forecasts and Strategies. Mr. Skousen 

rate than taxes assessed on 

Mark 

that "over the income 

ls an inadequate hedge against inflation." This school of thought believes 

the mutual funds the 

can of inflation in a 

In reality, the strategy one take income or 

assets for an IR A ls dependent on the economic An IRA 

income pr instruments when interest rates are and 

switch to instruments economy is 
17 

l 5Il . d 01, , , p, 90 

11IRA for the Venturesome", Fortune, 
February 22, 1982, p. 49 

l l Ibid., p. 49 
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CHAPTER III 

THE FINANCIAL INSTRUMEN 

n are law. 

assets such as gold, real estate, art work, and 

ER Buying life with an IR A ls another , Margin 

and commodities are prohibited for two reasons. One reason is ls 

used to IR A and would finance rule, Another 

reason ls that calls could invoke the excess rule (see 

Instruments to A void 

Other types of instruments are not prohibited, but should avoided 

they be poor investment choices, Tax and unit trusts are 

an example. bonds and tax free money are already tax 

An IRA would make these instruments 19 
upon 

Investments dependent on taxable gains are another example. Low coupon 

discount bonds are not a sensible The investor yield for 

a large return in capital galns. Hmvever, capital gains are taxed at a lower 

rate, If the bonds are part of an IRA, they lose the advantage of an IRA 

which ls the compounding of tax defe dollars. In addition, they 

1811What 
1981, p. 123 

New IR A Rules Do For You", Business Week, 

19Ibid., p, 123 

9 

11 be 

r l 



as regular income at a 

month bank 

rate than the capital 

are also to be 

price 0 is too large for a IRA 

subject the account to excess Ji . 21 m1ts, 

Available Instruments 

20 s1·x tax, 

The minimum 

Even IRAs are li to certain instruments, there are 

numerous of fi instruments to An individual can 

retirement bonds directly from ment, or certificates 

of , or mutual funds a custodian, A self account 

allows an investor even flexibility in 

stocks, zero coupon and limited 
22 

Retirement 

Government Retirement Bonds are bonds 

for IR As, They are the IRA not 

by the federal government 

a custodian or trustee and have 

no fees, In 1 the Self Individual 

Retirement Act. The Fed responded in l issuing the first US Retirement 

Bonds in denominations of $50 to $1,000 earning 3. 75% interest. The bonds 

were limited to individuals who were self employed and not covered by any 

other type of plan, The was in the form of 

over the par value of the 23 

20 "Everyone's 
Business Week, Dec 

Shelter: IRA's Add A New 
, 1981, p. 142 

to 

2111 What the New IRA Rules Do For You", Business Week, September 14, 
1981, p.123 

22 Sloan, Allan. "Charting Your Own IRA Course", Money, 198 p. 

23Geisel, Jerry. "Check IRA Vendor's Record Before You Choose: 
Expert", Business Insurance, April 26, 1982, p. 10 

10 



Presen an investor can Government Retirement 

Reserve Bank, , or Bureau of Public Debt 

The are in denominations of $100, and 

from any 

mall or in person, 

bonds 

are paying 9%, compounded semi-annually wlth an effective annual rate of 

9.2%. The rate of return is until age 24 You cannot se 11, 

or use bonds as collateral or 

Government offer several are lowest of 

IRA They have no load do not a custodian 

or trustee The investor can withdraw the bond within one year of 

without penalty. But lf the amount is not rolled over, the amount is 

taxed as of income and forfeits interest, 

Government Bonds two The ls 

that government bonds offer the lowest rate of return of the IRA 

In addition, the bonds cannot be transferred. 

Certificates of Deposit 

Certificates of Deposit are one of the most popular custodial instruments 

available. A certificate of deposit (CD) ls a receipt from a bank for 

deposited at the bank for a specified period of time at a specified rate of 

return. The bank sets the rate in accordance to the mat 

Instrument, normally along an 

The maximum yield a 

l . . Id ?5 s oprng y1e curve. -

can pay is set the Fed 

of the 

la tion 

Q to make it for banks and S&Ls to compete for small deposits 

24 ,n111herP to Sta~1-.. You:- IRA r ' 11 Ch · T' F b l w ~ ~ , , '-'asn , angmg 1mes, . e · p. 38 

25Fabozzi, F. J, and , F, G. Handbook of Financial Markets, 
Securities, Options, and Futures, Dow Jones - Irwin, Homewood, Inc,, 1981, p. -,-3-,-38.,---~-~-~-----

11 



interest rates. invented the CD in order to with 

unions which offer similar instruments but 

have shorter 

CD Performance 

CDs have low costs, but In fact, the on CDs 

instruments of similar maturities. The institution 

the CD sets its 01vvn interest rate is or 

to performance of three month and six 

Treasury 

is 

27 The six months have seen rates of returns varying 

between ten to fifteen percent, Most have no charges for CD IRAs 

some may up to $10 for the Penalties are stiff for 

withdrawaL 

There are several advantages for holding CDs. The yields exceed the 

yields paid other securities with similar maturities. CD gl ves security. 

b l f O l 28 There is less risk since the investor will be paid lf the anK _a1 s, 

CDs also have The investor substantial control 

of his money. It ls complicated and time consuming to switch to different 

types of investments and institutions, CDs are less liquid, but this is of minor 

importance to an IRA. 29 

It is advised that an investor shop around before depositing his money 

with a particular The investor should check fees, pay when 

261, "d Di ., p. 201 

27 Eisenberg, Richard, "Where to Start Your IR 
p. 74-

op, p, 201 

Money, Decembe l l, 

29 Sloan, Allen. "Charting Your Own IRA Course", Money, May 1982, p. 
105 

12 



you do not have to? the rate often it 

how the interest is is a 

between daily and of 30 

Annuities 

Annuities are the fl instrument 

can offer in the IRA definition is a 

li of that •which has life 

or non-life lines such as investments or real 

estate Most annuities are a contract is a 

annuity a wide range it a flexible 

to mat the is a pure investment contract used to 

accumulate a sum to income at 

A flexible allows the investor to decide how when to 

contribute. The company invests the contribution as lt sees fit. The 

determine the amount of lifetime income ls or 

can be used to accumulate assets for transfer to another account, 32 

Annuities are the only financial instrument to guarantee a flow of 

benefits for the same period as the individual lives. There are two types of 

annuities, the flxed and variable annuities, 

Fixed Annuity 

A fixed annuity a monthly income for life is 

designed to protect the longevity of income. Fixed annuities can be classified 

30 to Stash Your IRA Cash", Changing Times, Feb l p. 38 

31 
Huebner & Black, Life Insurance, Appleton-Century-Croft Educational 

Division, New 1969, 109 

32Ibid., p. 39 

13 



according to their pay out A covers two or 

more The are are ve 

and decrease after the death of a spouse, A Ref 

to the um 

suin or continued 

payment for a 

continue until The 

33 

The to a 

payments. 

beneficiary can a 

A Period 

, benefl ts wlll 

the investor 

Variable Annuity 

A variable payment 0£ a of variable 

units per month as long as the annuitant 1i ves, The investor buys a set 

number of whose will th the economy. In 

annuity value will fluctuate at the same rate as the value of a comparable 

portfolio of securitles. It assumes that a correlation exists the cost 

of living and the value of a di versified stock 

monthly payments an annuitant receives 

over the long run. The 

number of units received 

per month 
. 3l} 

ti mes the value of each umt. IRAs are a form of variable 

annuities. They are a Guaranteed Income Contract which sets a minimum 

return either 

35 results warrant. 

The IRS treats the 

or semiannually 

as a 

may pay more if the 

its is 

in gross income in the year it is received. An annuity contract is taxed at the 

33 Pfeffer 
r ,~ 

Klock, Perspecitves on Insurance, 
N. J., 1974, p, 134 

Inc., 

p, 135 

35 "Everyone's Tax Shelter: IRA's Add A New Dimension to Investing", 
Business Week, Dec 28, 1981, p. 142 

14 



st.art of to the full amount of the as of 

the annuitants 1 contract of 

and retirement The amount in retirement is 

treated as a tax free rollover while the amount 

is treated as 

Annuity Benefits 

Annuities 

Annuities protect 

Annuities are 

many benefits not 

either one's 

on the pooling used in 

the 

to the 

benefits to 

live longer average, As a result annuitants are 

certain income for a 

to 

Annuitants 

who 

and 

shrunken estates affected by inflation, The annuitant gets the benefit of an 

investment management service. It provides a dependable means of liquidating 

the investment, Annuities are to 

easing financial fears. Finally, annuities facilitate 

Disadvantages of Annuities 

life of 

of 
37 

Annuities are also loaded with pitfalls. The yield on some 

programs is not compounded. As a result the annual 

actually closer to 12%. The hlgh guaranteed rates can 

Equivast IRA guaranteed l the 

yield of 15% is 

le 's 

of 1981, but 

dropped to a guaranteed rate of 3% after 38 The annual fees charged by 

36u.s. Tax Information on Retirement 
Arrangements, IRS Publication 590 (Rev Nov 81), 
Washington, Government Printing Office, 1981, p. 7 

31 Huebner & Black, Life Insurance, Appleton-Century-Croft Educational 
Division, New York, NY, 1969, pp. 120-121 

38 Eisenberg, Richard. "Where to Start Your IRA", Money, December 1981, 
p. 74 

15 



are than fees funds 

is no guarantee that 

amount. Finally, many 

total 's payment will reach a 

will not pay heirs if annuitant dies ten 

f h b . . 1 • • 39 
years or more a ter e egan rece1vmg tne armuit_1es. 

Self Directed Account 

A self IRA opens up to the investor a of 

11 be instruments not le any other way. Self accounts 

other investment A self directed 

account investment of IRA funds a trustee in 

and limited The is 

the trustee as to 40 

The self account investor a array of 

vehicles. The investor has a wide choice of conventional securities. The 

investor can choose to invest in recently developed securities such as zero 

coupon bonds. If an investor already owns stocks and it gives the 

investor a place to stash them lower his tax Finally, a self directed 

. h l . . 41 account 1s t e on y access to certam mvestments. 

Setting up a self directed account is expensive. The most expensive 

is hidden costs. It normally costs $20 to $30 to open an account, Commissions 

on transactions are assessed at 3% of the amount of transaction, For a $2,000 

transaction would amount to $60, In addition, there is an annual fee 

ranging from $20 to $30, There are also extra charges for certain investments 

39Ibid,, p. 74 

William N, "Individual Retirement 
Examination of II Taxes, 1 

Accounts: 
p, 85 

A Close 

41 Sloan, Allan. "Charting Your Own IRA Course", Money, May 1982, p. 
106 

16 



like li 

to 

42 SUTRO, a 

of expenses involved, The company 

shares of high with their IRA 

and the investor 

company, is a 

for customers 

The 

to pay commission to buy the stock was $1 

another commission to sell the stock 

accounts be considered the IRA has 

It is self 

to at least $10,000, 44 

of a account is the f lexl it allows. The 

investor can sell a call, It 

offers a greater choice of instruments and the only access to 

accounts. The investor has control of money. 

The careful It is to 

a self directed account. The commissions can "eat up" the account's 

The self directed accounts are limited to sophisticated investors with 

accounts greater than $10,000. 

Mutual Funds 

Mutual funds refer to a term used by investors to collectively describe 

open-end management and closed end investment companies that trade 

securities, 45 Individuals may participate in a mutual fund through either a 

custodial account or self directed trustee account. 

Mutual ze four types of Common invest 

42 
Greenebaum, Mary. "IRA Alternatives for the Venturesome", Fortune, 

February 1982, p. '+9 

43Eisenberg, Richard. "Where to Start Your IRA", {1,1oney, December 1 1, 
p. 74 

p. 72 

45 Gup, Benton E. The Basics of Investing, New York: John Wiley & Sons, 
Inc., 1979, p. 42 

17 



like 

good 

42 SUTRO a San 
' 

investment company, is a 

of The company advertised for customers 

to shares of with their IRA The 

commission to buy the 

technology 

was $1 the investor would have to pay 

l~3 
another commission to sell the stock! It ls recommended that self 

accounts be the IR A has grown at least 0 

The of a self account is the flexl it allows. The 

investor can easily and It 

offers a choice of instruments and the access to certain 

accounts. investor has complete control of his .money. 

The . It is to 

a self account. The commissions can "eat up" the account's 

The self directed accounts are limited to sophisticated investors with 

accounts greater than $10,000. 

Mutual Funds 

Mutual funds refer to a term by investors to collectl vely describe 

open-end management and closed end investment companies that trade 

securities, 45 Individuals may participate ln a mutual fund 

custodial account or self directed trustee account. 

eithe a 

Mutual funds utilize four types of securities. Common stock funds invest 

42 Greenebaum, Mary. "IRA Alternatives for the Venturesome", Fortune, 
February 1982, p. 49 

43Eisenberg, Richard. "Where to Start Your IRA 1', Money, December 1981, 
p. 74 

p. 72 

45 Gup, Benton E. The Basics of Investing, New York: John Wiley & Sons, 
Inc., 1979, p. 42 

17 



ln common ze Income funds invest in 

stocks of and income, 

are a and income funds. 

Finally, special funds exist that 

such as money market or balance 

Common Stock Funds 

ln a particular type of 

46 

Common stock are mes called of 

a common stock is capital The invests in common 

or of companies for long tern, of 

The fund diversifies assets to reduce 47 
Joan Ferguson, a 

estimates that 24 returns 

up to 

Income Funds 

Income funds seek maximum income without risk to the principle. 

These 

providing 

seek to satisfy the aggressive and defensive needs of investors 

le income dividends, high dividends over 

appreciation, Income funds can not assure a specific rate of return nor 

protect the principle. 

common stock and 

Their portfolios consist o:E bonds, preferred stock, 

. . 49 secunt1es, 

46Ibid., p. 44 

"USAA Mutual Fund, Inc 
Antonio, Texas, 29 January, 198 

Prospectus 11 , 

p.24 
USAA Mutual San 

48 Eisenberg, Richard. "Where to Start Your IRA", Money, December 1981, 
p. 74 

p. 30 

18 



Balanced Funds 

Balanced 

di versification 

percentage of 

set in the funds 

for term 

Seecial Funds 

Special funds 

The money 

of low risk, 

are for the conservatl ve investor 

stable income. The is restricted to a 

stock, and The actual is 

minimize risk income 

favor a fixed income 

to 50 

specific One is a money 

for securities 

short term IOUs, The is the 

income consistent with the of ma.Intenance of 

liquidity. The instruments are debt obligations such as CDs, US Government 

51 Money markets have been averaging a 10 to 15 percent return. risk in 

money funds is that the interest rates may decline and not meet the 

advertised rate. In addition, a proliferation of funds reduces the availability 

of high quality, short term paper and results in a downgrade of the portfolio 

. 52 
rrux. 

Another type of special fund is a Dual Purpose Fund, Dual purpose 

deal in two types of securities. Income securities The 

on proviso cum 

5°Fabozzi, F. J. Zarb, F. G. Handbook of Financial Markets, 
Securities, Options, and Futures, Dow Jones - Irwin, Homew·ood, Inc,, 1981, p. -=5.,,..1-=-2--~~~-~----~ 

51 "USAA Mutual Fund, Inc Prospectus", USAA Mutual Fund, Inc. San 
Antonio, Texas, 29 January, 1982, p.33 

52Fabozzi & Zarb, op. cit., p. 516 

19 



'i.vhen the company is in arrears, This provides for 

maximum current income. The second of the dual purpose fund is the 

capital shares, These are limited to gains no 

seek capital 
53 

funds are one of two A Load a 

sales Fund in which no 

commission ls the shares are is 

shares are sold. It costs about to .$10 to open an account 

fund, Both accounts are a 

the for his 

Mutual Fund Advantages 

Mutual Funds have several 

of • 51+ account, 

to offer the IRA 

a mutual 

fee 

Diversification is one advantage of an IR A. One share invested in a 

fund company represents fractional ownership in twenty fl ve to one hundred 

. A mutual. fund allows an investor to switch money very easily as 

economic conditions and the investor's situation changes. Larry Biehl, a 

financial planner at Bailard, Biehl, and Kaiser feels a "large fund is the 

best place for an IRA. The costs are the choices are numerous, and you 

can move your money "55 In addition, mutual made 

substantial gains the past five years. Changing Times noted that the 25 

the last five years had over ti65% versus a 

53 
Gup, Benton E. The Basics of Investing, New York: John 

Inc., 1 p. 44 

p. 

55 
Runde, 

85-86 
"The Switch Fund ", Money, 

20 

of 148% 

& Sons, 

l l, pp. 



for money 
56 

Mutual Fund Disadvantages 

Mutual have a or are not 

If the funds in the suffer losses at the time the investor 

wishes to li his loses his money. 

sense to an IRA saver has in the in 

in a 
57 

Zero Coupon Bonds 

A new financial instrument avallab!e for IRAs is the zero coupon 

zero 

interest, is 

is a at a fr action of its face value 9 

at face value when it matures. 58 

funds 

lar 

A 

no 

A zero is suited for an IRA since zeros a tax shelter. 11 Normar1 

must pay income tax on interest as it accrues. Zeros 

assessed income tax annually even though no interest is 

also be 

In effect the 

The IR A gives 

59 

The yields on zeros average one to two percentage points below the 

yields of comparable bonds. If an investor feels that interest rates are going 

to fall, he can lock into a set interest rate by buying zero coupon If 

rates actually fall caU in early and 

pay the bondholders a premium. Zeros not be called ln because a call 

5611 Where to Stash Your IRA Cash", Changing Times, Feb 1982, p. 38 

p. 

58s1oan, Allan. "Charting Your Own IRA Course", Money, May I 98 p. 
106 

59Ibid., p. 106 
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on zeros force the company to prepay interest. 

would let zeros Zeros are the fixed income altemati ve for IR As 

60 can an account 

Zeros are bought brokers and are sold at 

to as much as off the face value. Brokers normally assess a 5% 

sales le sales, 61 zero 

Zero coupon allow an investor to 

know in advance the value of his also 

to lock in a set interest rate if rates are to fall, 

Zeros will not be called in by the company if the rates fall, 62 

Zero coupon 

is lower than 

have several 

on a 

as well, The yield on zeros 

issue Standard issue bonds 

the investor to reinvest interest payments if interest rates rise a zero 

coupon bond holder is st A standard issue will outperform a zero if 

interest rates are stable since the standard 1s yield is greater than the zero's. 

If the issuer defaults of standard at least some 

interest payments while a zero holder gets nothing. The risk to a zero bond 

holder is that the company may go out of business. 63 

Options 

IR As are allowed to use covered options as part of their portfolio. A 

60Ibld., p. 106 

61 Bettner, Jill, "New Wave of Zero Coupon Bonds for IRA 's Could Sink 
Investors If Interest Rates Rise", The Wall Street Journal, 22 March 1 p. 
4li 

62Ibid., 

63Ibid., 

p. 44 

p. 44 
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covered is an a security which wrlter 

owns. Calls are the covered utili for IRAs, A call is an 

option to buy a security. They are contracts giving the call owner the 

to one hundred shares of a security at a rmined in a 

. 61.J. 
t1me. 

Calls are the most lized for IRAs. The IRA 1s 

is used to a common on 

are listed in the stock market, A dealer is utill to the 

call's contract price, and specified time between the call 

writer of the stock) call to the 

' . h l 11 . . ) 65 on wmc t 1e ca 1s wn tten . 

In a to declining market call ·,vrlter earns a um 

"writing" a call and undertakes to deliver the stock if the stock's price 

reaches a certain. value a specified date. If the stock price declines, the 

retains the stock the If the stock's price the call 

call delivers the stock and loses capital 66 

Covered calls have several benefits. A covered call is relatively risk.less 

because the ca 11 already owns the security. One of a covered call 

in an IR A is the loss of capital of the stock. A second risk is 

the loss of the stock itself from the portfolio and the benefits the stock could 

64 Fabozzi, F. J, and Zarb, F. G. Handbook of Financial Markets, 
Securities, Options, and Futures, Dow Jones - Irwin, Homewood, Inc., 1981, p. ----~~--~----~ 
545 

p. 546 

66 , William G" In Your IRA", Forbes, 15 198 
p. 123 

67 Ibid., p. 123 
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have IRA. call is since the writer 

settles for income from the sale of the call any 

a covered call is an attractl ve for the investor who does not 

care if his reward is income or capital. 68 

Partnerships 

as tax to 

maximum tax little if any These of 

partnerships are not with the aim of an IRA since losses are not 

when the IRA ls at 
. 69 

retirement. Limited 

have for use IRAs cash 

mini 

A limited or the 

firm organizing the and limited the 

investment capital. The program's all the investment 

no from the limited A limited is 

The investor very since no market exists for interests in a 

can not liquidate his investment in an emergency, The most important factor 

affecting a limited partnership ls quality of the firm running the 

partnership. The general partners should have been in the business a time 

and should historically show successful results with former 

Limited partnerships are begun by the offe a minimum 

The is activated when 

subscription has been collected. Participation is limited by a statement of 

106 

p. 1 

69 Sloan, Allan. "Charting Your Own IR A Course", Money, May 198 2, p. 
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in the 's The statement of 

specifies the net worth a lnvestor must have 

can 

ln 

Some limited 

are similar to the 

Include are not li 

L to remove 

2, Right to call meetings. 

3. to the 

4. to the 

5. Right to li 

list the 

of 

to 

of 

6. Indemnification of the general 

70 7. Right to sale of property. 

of the 11 mi ted 

in a 

he is to 

The 

There are three types of limited partnerships: oil and gas, real estate, and 

venture capltaJ 

land 

Real estate limited 

lease it back. Limited 

mortgages or 

the rewards of 

through the use of kickers attached to the resulting loans, The 

kickers grant a share of the properties price appreciation over the life of the 

loan and passes it along 

Real Estate Partnership 

h . . 71 
s ares m rent mcreases, 

Real estate retirement funds have four objectives they to meet. They 

attempt to preserve the limited partners capital. They provide regular income 

to the limited They provide cash the 

?O,.Q . . 198 0·1 & r-- I · um1co 1 . 1uas ncome Prospectus", Quinico 
Securities, Inc., Denver, Co., 12 May 82, p. 55 

71 Greenebaum, Mary. "IRA Alternatives for the Venturesome", Fortune, 
February 22, 1982, p. 146 
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of interest. Finally, they t to maximum 

interest from 72 distributions 

Limited use two types of The first type is a wrap 

mortgage. The wrap is a new mortgage in the 

principal equals the amount of ear lier loans us new money advanced 

the pays the interest on the old 

. The wrap rates of return interest on 

the loan, 

The Balloon is of limited mortgage. 

offer "flnandng 11 3 to 6 beloc,,,1 the market rate, 

II the the a hefty of the 

up front. The down lasts for a term of three to five years, Once 

the term is up, either the mortgage is terminated the amount of the 

principal, the "balloon" is due 

market levet74 

payable or the interest rate reverts to the 

The associated with real estate ls default on the which ls a 

common occurence during present economic When a occurs 

the partnership must foreclose to protect its loan. There is a very real chance 

of losing the property. 

Oil Gas Partnerships 

Oil and Gas partnerships income drilling or buying 

The least risky method is for the partnership to purchase and 

7211National P 
Inc,, 

p. 9 

Investors 5 Prospectus 
p. 47 

Resource 

7411Some New Gimmicks for Home Financing", Business Week, June 22, 
1981, p. 118 
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oil gas. Another method is to in 

invest of the 

The goal of an oil and gas program is to immediate 

regular income for 
. . . 75 

part1c1pat10n. 

are several to ia a li These 

programs offer the for tremendous returns on investment. The 

assume risk 

the amount they have the assets they have in 

the account. The to ment of account is left to 

The of li are cause for concern. 

are the all instruments. The investor cannot 

sell his interests in a partnership in an emergency since a public market does 

not exist for them. A limited partnership can a tax the 

investor may not receive any cash to pay the tax liability. Competition in the 

market place for suitable investments is fierce and investment opportunities 

may not exist. 

Summary 

Differences do exist bet ween the financial instruments used for IR As. 

They can briefly be summarized as follows: 

Government Retirement Bonds the least risky IRA investment, 

but they offer the poorest 

Certiflcates of Deposit are a little than retirement bonds and offer 

rates of return from 10 to 15%, 

7511Dyco Oil and Gas Program 1983-1 Prospectus", Dain Bosworth, Inc., 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, 14 Oct 82, p. 10 
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Insurance are only instruments that income for 

are more costly then CDs or funds and their 

may 

A self directed IRA account is the most of 

account, 

Mutual 

than 

returns. 

it 

economic 

in instruments. 

and offer rates of return 

offer 

an 

Zero are for IRA return is 

on economic 

company may 

the zero. 

out of 

of a zero coupon is the 

a total of invested in 

Covered calls are covered options written on stock the investor 

owns. They are used to They a risk of a 

loss of a 

but also the 

for the loss of 



CHAPTER IV 

CONC 

is to investor of loss 

or harm to one's investment. This is one is 

investment for an consists of two 

1) results from a 

common factor the returns on all securities in same manner 

is 

risk has from total It is to events affect 

h f 1 
. 76 t e returns o on y one secun ty. 

Risks can arise from many 

possibility that the firm 

sources. Business risk refers to the 

A firm's is for an investor 

since he may lose most or all of his Government 

regulations can affect business risk. Purchasing power risk affects 

with fixed returns such as bonds, preferred stocks, etc. The risk is that the 

rate of inflation 

During inflationary 

erode the purchasing power of the 

interest rates rise and the price of 

securities The investor is faced a 

l . h . d 1· d 1 . . l l 77 oss m pure asmg power an an unrea 1ze oss m capita va ue. 

Benton E. The Basics of Investing, New 
p. 
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Portfolio Theory 

z in 1952 in an article entitled 

Selection II to investors in asset selection di verslflcatlon. 

The theory deals with rules for intelligent selection of 

78 conditions of 

Portfolio assumes investors have different aversions 

to risk, The most rational investors an risk only if lt 

an increased return, Uti theory a means of an 

investor's willingness to assume a arnount of risk to 

rate of return. The risk-return issue is addressed 

schedule for a This involves 

questions to establish the investor's indifference curves, 

Increasing 
Expected 
Returns 

~ 

Risk 

a 

a series of 

Figure L Uti Curves 

78Ibid., p. 437 
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The curve the same satisfaction that an will 

various return. The concave curves 

that the investor's to risk increases as the amount of risk 

. 79 
mcreases. 

Once the risk 

select the 

the best 

selected on the basis of two 

L the least 

the same rate of return. 

2. The 

investments the same 

a 

of 

is the must 

between and return 

rules: 

is to all securities with 

to other 

A portfolio that consists of dominant securities is called an efficient 

portfolio. An efficient portfolio has an efficient frontier which is a line 

drawn a set of that offer the maximum rate of return each 

degree of risk in the set of securities that are under 

Constructing a capital line (CML) gives an investor a for 

determining efficient combinations of risk free and risky securities. The 

capital market line is an efficient frontier for combinations of both risk-free 

risky portfolios of securities. The portfolios on the 

are efficiently di versified 

Utility Theory and CML 

contain only systematic risk. 80 

Utility Theory assumes that the utility curve for an 

line 

gives the specific amount of risk that an is willing to assume in order 

pp. 

pp. 



to a It is 

various 

rate of 

curves to locate 

Free 
Rate 

The 

and CML Curves 

is 

curve the investor can reach ls 

risk-free 

A. This is a 

consist of ,..,.,.,.,,. ... ,... 

are 

The 

of 

fit curve. 

zero coupon 

involve 

to CML 

for each 

at the 

to the CML. The first 

securities is 

A conservative IRA 

M is one in the 

is to 



The aggressive B is utilized an investor 

wants a rate of return and is wilHng to take the of 

risk necessary to obtain it.. An IRA that is would 

calls limited 

Portfolio and investor a rational 

process 

aversion to 

investment 

A rule of 

The investor must his 

for IRAs is a person can 

an switch to more as 

nears. investor can determine the 

return that satisfy his needs and degree of risk 

amount of The investor can construct a 

the instruments he is of his 

CML will be his optimum portfolio. 
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